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Posted: April 25,1996  23:11:24 
To: JOANNE KOMPERDA (DNGP92A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
It has to do with the desire to conform.  People are trained 
at an early age to "fit in" and to shun those who won't.     
                                                             
The government and its controllers in the Wall Street ruling 
class certainly know this and encourage this to facilitate   
the administration of a quarter billion formerly free        
Americans.                                                   
                                                             
Americans seem to do more role playing than actual thinking  
but this is because we are a trusting People easily led      
astray by the smiling politician we see on TV. But soon we   
will wake up and stop playing Republicrats and start smiling 
Independent.                                                 
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I know what you mean about the 18th being a different        
century than the current one.  Back then People said:        
                                                             
               "Give me Liberty,                             
                or give me death!"                           
                                                             
                                                             
Nowadays the sheeple say:  "Go ahead and enslave me,         
                            I just want to live."            
                                                             
People don't flee from here because there's nowhere to go.   
We're the end of the line.  Liberty is lost to the World     
when Tyranny defeats America.                                
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From: ANDREW DUNN (FTBX28B) 
 
I've corrected my excerpt from the Battle Hymn by            
indicating that the word, "live," is substituted.  Why have  
I written it this way?  Because we're not in war, and we     
don't want war - we don't want death.  We're talking about   
our fellow Americans here; yes, most of them are sheeple,    
but that certainly doesn't justify advocating anything       
which might bring harm to them.  I'm saying, let us LIVE to  
make them free, because we are spreading the truth, and we   
are encouraging people to go discover the truth for          
themselves and do their own thinking.                        
                                                             
I understand what you're saying about the Declaration of     
Independence, and I agree with you about its meaning - as    
it pertained in the 18th Century.  Remember, people fled     
from England back then to get away from the tyranny and      
despostism of the King -- well, how many people do you see   
fleeing from the tyranny and despotism here?  My point is    
that the general populace back then was ALREADY in the       
mindset that they wanted independence from their             
government, while today, most Americans are so complacent    
and apathetic that they don't even realize something's       
wrong - much less do they want to do anything about it.      
You HAVE to have the support of the people, before any sort  
of revolution (violent or otherwise) could even begin to be  
effective.                                                   
                                                             
"As He died to make men holy, let us {live} to make them     
free..." Battle Hymn of the REPUBLIC  4/24/96 10:51AM KT     
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Joanne,  ALL Americans are Patriots, though most don't know  
it (yet.)  The ruling class seeks to mislead the People by   
publicizing the actions and words of the paranoid and racist 
militias while ignoring the vast majority of militias that   
are rational, well spoken and genuinely concerned with the   
well being of ALL Americans.                                 
                                                             
The ruling class wants to keep us divided because they know  
how POWERFUL the militias will become once they shuck racism 
and embrace traditional American tolerance.  A rural-urban   
juggernaut will do wonders to defeat the New World Order.    
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Joanne,  Historians agree that the Revolution had only the   
active support of a third of the colonists.  One third       
remained loyal and the other third just wanted to be left    
alone.It was the quality of the opposition that made it      
effective.  Quality overpowers quantity every time.          
                                                             
The militias and all other Patriotic Americans will be       
successful ONLY if we all realize we're all in this          
together, we are all being oppressed by the same ruling      
class, tho in different ways.  In unity there is strength    
and We the People will triumph again IF we look beyond mere  
particulars like skin color and religion and ethnicity and   
sexual orientation and class and all the other categories    
the ruling class uses to divide us, and see we all have a    
common interest in Revolution.  Revolution will benefit      
the 90%+ of Americans who are not members of the ruling      
class.  Even the hangers-on will benefit because we'll       
always need their "skills."                                  
                                                             
But we have to all get along.  That's the key.               
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Andrew,                                                      
                                                             
You're thinking in terms of the Constitution.                
I'm thinking in terms of Natural Law.                        
                                                             
Of course you're not going to see reason for offense.  The   
Constitution is a DEFENSIVE document, it PROTECTS us from    
political predators, (or at least it used to.)               
                                                             
But in order to get to that GREAT WALL of AMERICA, we had to 
visit and adopt Natural Law, as expressed in the Declaration 
of Independence.  This Law comes from God and is so attested 
by 55 signatories.  The Document states the immutable Right  
to self-political-defense held by ALL People, and this       
Defense may be violent if  repeated injuries and usurpations 
can be proved to a candide world.                            



                                                             
The Revolution was Defensive in that it delivered us from an 
imposition of Tyranny.  (The Document states that it was     
BELIEVED that a design for Despotism and Tyranny was afoot,  
but it hadn't arrived yet.)  The best Defense, of course, is 
a good Offense, and to the ruling class of the time we were  
VERY offensive.  We won and it was our RIGHT to win!         
We had God on our side and we thanked God by creating a God- 
ly Nation, but that Nation WAS born in blood.                
                                                             
THEN we created the Constitution as a bulwark, or bull-Wall, 
against any encroaching Tyranny.  There was a wall in lower  
Manhattan that protected the early settlers from a dangerous 
outside world, and it became Wall Street and it was good be- 
cause it aided the rational distribution of wealth.  But     
over time this bulwark began to break down and Wall Street   
BECAME the outside world.  Concentrated wealth led to        
concentrated power, which leads to Despotism.                
                                                             
We have a Right to take the bull by the horns and use force  
to maintain our Freedom.                                     
                                                             
How can you possibly try to trump me with the Battle Hymn of 
the Republic?  Not only your interpretation, but the line    
you quote is wrong!                                          
                                                             
"As he died to make men holy, let us DIE to make men free,"  
(my emphasis.)  It was, after all, a call to arms: A Battle  
Hymn.  It has images of serpents crushed with heels, fateful 
lightning and a terrible swift sword. It even has judgement  
day and the grapes of wrath (which fermented into a fine     
wine, vintage Great Depression.)  And that's the TRUTH!      
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Joanne,                                                      
                                                             
The Declaration of Independencm#created the Nation.          
The Constitution merely established the government.          
The government is now being used against the People.         
The People have the right to "throw off such government."    
                                                             
The Constitution is a wonderful idea but it has been usurped 
by the ruling class.  We the People need to take back the    
government and make it responsive to the needs of the        
MAJORITY, not just the wealthy. There is nothing wrong with  
violence.  Violence against authority is a traditional       
American value, OLDER than either the Declaration or the     



Constitution.   Its what gave us freedom so its nothing to   
be embarrassed about.                                        
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Looks like you let the ruling class to get you in a double   
bind, damned if you do, damned if you don't:                 
                                                             
If you engage in violence you lose MORE freedom and liberty. 
If you DON'T engage in violence you continue to lose freedom 
and liberty at the steady pace of the last severa~ decades.  
                                                             
The ruling class loves it.  They got the money; they got the 
politicians; they got law enforcement.                       
                                                             
But We the People have Right on our side.  We have history,  
precedent and logic to win with.  And best of all, we have   
the Declaration of Independence as an unalienable and        
unpenetrable shield.                                         
                                                             
When ANY government becomes destructive of the Right of the  
People to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, it is  
our Right to alter or abolish it and create a new government 
that serves ALL the People (not just the wealthy and         
connected.)                                                  
                                                             
Alter or abolish means Revolution and it means VIOLENT       
Revolution, but I'm afraid you have succumbed to 30 years of 
ruling class propaganda that seeks to deprive the oppressed  
of knowledge of their fail-safe, their ace in the hole,      
their Right to violently oppose their oppressor.             
                                                             
We're losing our freedom because too few today are willing   
to risk their Lives, their Fortunes and their sacred Honor.  
                                                             
The ruling class controls about 90% of the wealth of America 
but numbers only 5-10% of the population (including the      
hangers-on.)  They know perfectly well they could never      
survive a direct confrontation with a well armed populace    
and they know the true meaning of posse comitatus: ANY       
government that NEEDS to use the regular army against the    
People has lost its legitimacy.  If the People are outraged  
enough and strong enough to organize and rise up in arms     
against the government then that government has LOST the     
"consent of the governed."  The People in communist          
countries were/are held at bayonet point simply to prevent   
them from exercising their GOD-GIVEN Right to self determin- 



ation (as expressed in the Declaration of Independence.)     
                                                             
The STYLE of oppression today is different (heavy on the PR) 
than it has been elsewhere in history, but it is STILL       
oppression.  The ruling class gets away with it because we   
LET them get away with it.  The ruling class desperately     
tries to conceal its Achilles' Heel, its vulnerability to    
violence, and that is exactly where we need to strike to     
re-establish liberty and prosperity in this Land.            
                                                             
By using the word "terrorist" you are showing how well       
trained the ruling class has made you.  By subscribing to    
their world view you've rendered yourself harmless.  That's  
exactly what they want, a Nation of polite, compliant        
sheeple.                                                     
                                                             
Americans are FREEDOM FIGHTERS.  We've fought and died for   
freedom around the world so why are we so shy to do the same 
on our own soil?  Andrew, we both know that America can      
never be conquered militarily.  Therefore, anyone who wants  
to do us in has to figure out a non-violent (non-obvious)    
plan.                                                        
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Another revisionist historian rears his ugly politically     
correct head!  The embattled farmers at the Concord bridge   
on April 19, 1775 were TERRORISTS?  Next you'll say so was   
the French Resistance.                                       
                                                             
"He has sounded forth the trumpet that shall NEVER call      
retreat..."  Battle Hymn of the Republic                     
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